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PARENT FORUM MEETING NOTES 

 

MEETING NOTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON THURSDAY 4th MARCH 2021 AT 18:00 VIA TEAMS DUE TO 

COVID-19 

APOLOGIES FROM GOVERNORS: Suzy Carpenter, Jim Endersby, Gaydree Wrigley, Arif Said-McCullough and 

Kaveri Sharma 

PRIORY GOVERNORS PRESENT: Peter Colebourn, Julia Blake-Madigan, Sarah Roberts, John Griffiths, Liz 

Webb, Martin Penrose and Noah Curthoys 

HEADTEACHER: Tony Smith (TS)  

PARENTS: 24 

ALSO PRESENT: Emma Brinkhurst (Clerk to the Governing Body) 

 

Welcome 

Sarah Roberts (Chair of Governors) thanked parents for signing up to Priory’s second virtual parent forum 

and for sending in their questions on their sign up forms.  

Sarah also wanted to thank parents for their interest in our Parent Governor vacancies before Christmas. 

Sarah explained we have welcomed three new parent governors to our governing body Kaveri Sharma, Jim 

Endersby, Julia Blake-Madigan and Noah Curthoys (Associate Governor) some of whom are in attendance 

tonight. 

All attendees were asked if they could use the mute mic button when not speaking and use the raise hand 

function to ask questions. 

Tony Smith (Headteacher) welcomed parents. It was suggested that we take questions that were sent in 

first (which have been grouped into topic areas), provide answers to those, and then if parents have 

further questions we could answer those. 

 

Remote learning/live lessons 

Q Why is Priory not doing live video teaching lessons? 

TS is in contact with other East Sussex Secondary schools and we are not the only school not delivering live 

video teaching although we are aware that some Private Schools, Post-16 facilities and academies are. 

Priory has been in consultation with the Local Authority and the school was advised that it was necessary 

to have two members of staff (in the room) for a live lesson via Teams as part of the safeguarding controls. 

The majority our teachers have delivered their normal timetabled lessons via Teams including a live session 

using the posts function therefore we had no capacity to double staff lessons. As far as we are aware other 

schools are not necessarily following this (e.g. Post 16) but it would just take one serious safeguarding 

issue and the school could be subject to an Ofsted safeguarding inspection and potential downgrading. 
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Following the results of the remote learning survey available via the below link to Issue 19 of the school’s 

newsletter. The school started to deliver the morning tutor time live using video during February (as two 

members of staff were present ‘in the room’ due to support from Curriculum Leaders and the Senior 

Leadership Team).  

 

Had we not been starting the return to school from the 8th March 2021. The school were looking at other 

ways to deliver an increased number of video, for example by re-timetabling by i.e. putting two classes 

together (so two teachers are in the room).  

https://prioryschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/Priory-School-Newsletter-Issue-19-February-

2021.pdf?t=1614937192.  

 

Letter sent to parents/carers – remote learning provision February 2021 available via this link to the 

website:  

https://prioryschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/Remote-Learning-Provision-Feb-

21.pdf?t=1612436973. 

 

 

Q Some students deal with being on screen ok but some children find it very difficult to learn that way. A 

Parent mentioned another comprehensive secondary school – did not have cameras on and were 

recording lessons as alternatives. Parents asked if this was something they needed to resolve with East 

Sussex. Parents mentioned about teachers talking through a power point?  

TS explained that safeguarding is the first priority in planning provision. Priory School has one member of 

the Senior Leadership Team whose role is safeguarding and she was in consultation with the Local 

Authority (LA) as we developed remote learning. The advice provided included having two members of 

staff on a live lesson and it would not be sensible to ignore LA advice. TS explained a letter was circulated 

to parents/carers. Parents asked if this letter could be re-circulated again. TS asked if he could be given 

some time to do this as this week alone 19 sets of guidance have been received by the school and TS is on 

the fourth set of guidance. 

ACTION: Letter to be circulated to parents on East Sussex guidance on safeguarding. 

Parents wanted to thank the school for the huge amounts that have been done. If there were to be 

another lockdown TS said we would re-timetable for example explore putting two classes together for a 

lesson. 

 

Q Another parent mentioned that some children struggle just watching video clips – some of the 

recordings have been bad quality. Parents asked about live audio if that is also a safeguarding issue. 

Even if the children could not see their teacher but hear their voice. Or hear other students asking the 

teacher questions. Another parent felt like the live lessons were just like homework after homework – 

and the children were less engaged and demoralised. Sometimes the videos don’t work or the links. 

Parent wanted to thank the school very much for their effort but was happy the students would be back 

in school from the 8th. A parent mentioned in the 18 weeks and then 9 weeks of remote learning their 

child had one virtual conversation with a teacher and then two calls from teachers after the parents  

https://prioryschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/Priory-School-Newsletter-Issue-19-February-2021.pdf?t=1614937192
https://prioryschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/Priory-School-Newsletter-Issue-19-February-2021.pdf?t=1614937192
https://prioryschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/Remote-Learning-Provision-Feb-21.pdf?t=1612436973
https://prioryschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/Remote-Learning-Provision-Feb-21.pdf?t=1612436973
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complained. Even if half the lessons per week could have been live to engage the children. Another 

parent mentioned not having a fixed lesson and a flexible approach for completing tasks had helped 

their child/family. A Parent wanted to thank the school especially with the fast and furious legislation 

and new guidelines and how much work the staff/teachers have done. Another parent who was also a 

teacher said they had been teaching live lessons from their kitchen table at a different school around 15 

miles away in a disadvantaged area since January. Parents had signed forms to say if student’s screens 

would be on or off. The students were muted when they joined a lesson. The teacher had control of i.e. 

students speaking. The teacher appreciated how hard it has been especially understanding all the 

various regulations. The teacher said they were able to use forms with the students and ask students 

questions in the chat. The Teacher was able to talk to the students - mute etc. and tackle any 

misunderstandings. The teacher also has three children at home. The teacher felt the disparity across 

schools must be looked at. Another parent felt 60 students on Teams (two classes together) - large 

groups might not be a solution? 

TS said if students were not returning to school from the 8th March some changes would have been 

implemented. The school have resolved the audio problems at the end of last term. Some staff had started 

to use the audio facility particularly KS4 (Year 10 and Year 11) i.e. languages/Latin etc. East Sussex said a 

risk assessment needed to be completed on the use of audio which we undertook. Some teaching staff 

have also got young families at home whilst teaching and other personal circumstances going on which 

adds to the practicalities of delivering live video lessons. 

 

Q Would there be a safeguarding issue with small groups of students working together. The Parent 

mentioned younger students at a primary school had live Teams calls with a teacher and then the 

teacher had put the students in smaller groups of 3 or 4 to do project work which helped with team 

building especially for the Year 7s who had only been at the school one term and not cemented 

friendships? 

The breakout rooms’ facility on Teams came out 2/3 weeks after lockdown – we have not trained our own 

staff on this yet. 

 

A parent wanted to thank staff for the non-computer based work i.e. food preparation and P.E like the 

competitions and for checking in with students. 

 

Q Another parent said the Lewes community aspire to have more but felt is has been a difficult position 

for governors and the Senior Leadership Team going through all the guidance and the child protection 

issues. The parent felt it was heartfelt to aspire more but the parent also felt Tony must be exhausted? 

A Governor thanked the parent for their comments and said we have been learning as we go and the 

amount of paperwork the SLT has had to manage, it is not an excuse – lots of lessons have been learnt. 

 

 

Individual students having to quarantine due to Covid-19 when they return to school from the 8th 

Q When the students return to school from the 8th March if individual students have to quarantine for 10 

days due to Covid-19 will it be like the back to back homework currently online? 
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With the use of the Lateral Flow Testing we hope to be able to reduce the number of students who are 

accessing the remote learning from home. The more parents that consent to the use of this testing the 

safer the school will be.  We know the testing is not perfect but it is better than nothing and hopefully we 

will not need to send full or half bubbles of students’ home. Where teachers are self-isolating the teacher 

will use video to teach that lesson live to any student in class, which will be supervised by supply staff. 

Students self-isolating will access the remote provision as in Terms 1 and 2. 

We will be having a Teams working group and all these comments we will use to improve. At first it will be 

staff on the working group but it will be possible also to engage with parents at some point. 

 

Mental health and wellbeing/screen time 

The school have been following the normal timetable and it has been difficult with some lessons e.g. 

Physical Education to replicate the school experience.  If the current remote learning situation would have 

been continuing until the Easter holidays/or another lockdown situation the school will revise the 

experience to include more non screen based activities such as non-screen days. 

 

 

Logging using SIMS 

The school decided to use the system we already have in place via the information system, SIMS, to record 

students not engaging – but not awarding behaviour points. This also meant parents not at home could see 

these logs. If a task was finished within a specified time no behaviour points would be logged. Across the 

whole school in seven weeks about 200 behaviour points have been logged for not engaging i.e. a task not 

finished after a week. 

 

 

Catch up funding/lost learning  

TS explained he felt strongly about this issue and that we do not want to use language of learning loss or a 

lost generation – we can’t make up time. We need to have confidence in our students and not label them a 

lost generation alternatively we need to see this as recovery. We need to celebrate i.e. the positives 

independent skills learnt i.e. using Teams and IT skills. In September/ October/ November/ December 

teachers were delivering quick quizzes and a spiral curriculum where gaps are filled used the existing 

curriculum and revisiting topics i.e. in geography when teaching coasts the issue of erosion may be 

identified as a ‘gap’ from when rivers was taught so the concept can be revisited. With Year 7 students we 

should look at their learning over five years – building up resilience. We want to avoid testing every 

student to find every gap.  

We have used some of the catch up funding for some tutoring – but there was low take up which was not a 

good use of the money. We used some money for buying resources for disadvantaged students i.e. text 

books. We have brought some additional laptops to support those not included in the government scheme 

criteria. Going forward we will be using the majority of money to increase staffing - one full time Maths, 

Science and English teacher. After school intervention activities were not successful as students were very 

tired after a day of school and didn’t want to then do online lessons or face to face sessions with a Tutor. It 
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is better for students’ mental health and wellbeing that learning is within the school day. We use evidence 

based research on metacognition - that is developing learning techniques and feedback from teachers. 

Link to catch up funding action plan on the website: 

https://prioryschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/Coronavirus-catch-up-Action-

plan.pdf?t=1606308515?ts=1614942569 

 

GCSEs in 2022 

We do not know the detail as yet about GCSEs in 2022 if there are no more lockdowns it might go back to 

exams. 

 

Homework when students return from the 8th March 

Students will get light touch homework – we will try not to set homework except for Year 11. As the 

students will be getting used to a full school day and being in the school building and are likely to be 

exhausted.  

 

Students missing out on social events due to pandemic 

Some students have missed out on a lot of social events i.e. patina and Blacklands and their Year 7 

transition and fish and chip evening. We are hopeful after the Easter holidays of arranging school trips and 

are looking at possible activities but we will need to wait for the guidance and approval of these types of 

activity. We are hoping to hold days in the curriculum with a social focus too. 

 

How will you be supporting students with the return to school from the 8th March? 

Our Lifeskills and tutor sessions will focus on mental health and wellbeing and any anxiety. In September 

we did not have large numbers of students with anxiety they just craved normality. But if we have 

individuals with anxiety we can use our pastoral system/houses, Counsellor, and Student Support Advisor. 

Most students valued being back into a routine and normal lessons and socially having their 

breaks/lunches. 

 

Playing ball games on break/lunch on return to school 

Q Can students use the field and play ball games on break/lunch when they return to school? 

Yes, they can the Senior Leadership Team will have to sanitise the ball (even if the student brings their 

own) at the end of each session and the students will need to wash their hands. 

 

It was suggested perhaps we should hold another parent forum soon. 

https://prioryschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/Coronavirus-catch-up-Action-plan.pdf?t=1606308515?ts=1614942569
https://prioryschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/Coronavirus-catch-up-Action-plan.pdf?t=1606308515?ts=1614942569
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Sarah Roberts thanked the parents for participating in Parents Forum tonight. Sarah wanted to wish all the 

students an enjoyable return to school from the 8th. 

 

The meeting closed at 19:07 

Next meeting: TBC  


